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Pippy Houldsworth Gallery is delighted to present Containing the Possible, an exhibition that brings together work
by artists who devise objects or situations that have a sense of their own duration. These temporal works also
have a metaphorical quality that emerges through a set of specific relationships with film, photography or the
'document'. Works included in this show re-construct, disrupt and challenge our relationship with the world, within
fictional, virtual, private and public space.

Stefan Burger creates new conceptual spaces through photography. His works take on a material and an
architectural presence that often troubles our reading of his highly staged images. His piece The Illusion of owning
a third eye (arm) was developed from photographs of a scientific experiment (‘The illusion of owning a third arm’),
where test patients who were given a prosthetic arm reacted to the tickle of a brush on this artificial limb. Burger
re-staged this experiment, documenting his ‘experiment’ with out of focus polaroids and a combination of devices
that collide with each other and question our perceptual tools and affiliated understanding.
Stefan Burger (b. 1977, Germany; lives and works in Zurich) was awarded the Swiss Art Award in 2008 and 2009.
In 2011 he was recipient of the Dr.Georg und Josi Guggenheim Foundation art prize. Recent solo shows include
Fotomuseum Winterthur; Instituto Svizzero, Venezia; Zeppelin Museum, Friedrichshafen; Kunstmuseum Stuttgart;
and the Hauser & Wirth Collection, Henau.

Benedict Drew makes work across performance, video and sound. He uses film, audio and music to create new
aesthetic ‘worlds’ that reflect on technologies and their political apparatus. Drew shows a new piece that explores
the frightening power of a drone through a comic combination of hi and low tech devices.
Benedict Drew (b.1977, Australia; lives and works in Whitstable) recently had solo exhibitions at Zabludowicz
Collection, London and Cell Project Space, London. He is currently a LUX Associate Artist and will be part of the
Whitstable Biennale in September 2012.

Graham Gussin focuses on the relationship between performativity and photographic media. His piece Silver
Form, presents a series of six photographs of a silver survival sheet suspended by coastal air currents. The silver
form floats and transforms across the frames, appearing to perform for the camera. Gussin’s photographs draw on
the fictions, histories and dramatic constructs of film. This particular piece was shot on the terrace of an
abandoned hotel in Portugal: the location of Wim Wenders’ film The State of Things (1982). The plot of this
science fiction film deals with an end of the world scenario in a geographic and temporal sense. Gussin’s piece
plays with the idea of an unrecognised futuristic form or material being suspended in time and place, haunting the
location, with the survival sheet stemming from the apocalyptic nature of the original film.

Graham Gussin (b.1960, UK; lives and works in London) recently had solo shows at Siobhan Davies Studios,
London and Art House Foundation London. Recent group exhibitions include Turner Contemporary, Margate;
Camden Arts Centre London; and the Sharjah Biennial 8. He is currently showing at the New Art Centre, Roche
Court and will present new works at the Fourth Guangzhou Triennial, China in September 2012.
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